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Who we are

 Five member companies – some of the largest in the country

 Consumer Debt Help

 DebtBusters

 National Debt Advisors

 National Debt Counsellors

 Pioneer Debt Solutions

 Serving approximately 60,000 active consumers, which makes up ~30% 

of the debt counselling consumer market

 Over the last decade, member companies have helped over 100,000 

consumers (reaching over 400,000 individuals if you include their 

families)

 Have ~200 registered debt counsellors, with another ~100 pending 

registration

 Have a staff component of ~800 
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Utilise existing infrastructure of debt counsellors

Use NCA provisions and existing avenues
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Utilise the existing infrastructure of debt counsellors

 The dti and the NCR have built up, over the last decade, a fantastic infrastructure of over 3,000 debt 

counsellors (not all of them active) across South Africa

 Debt counselling industry employs an estimated 8,000-10,000 high-skilled individuals and is best-of-

its-kind in the world

 Debt counsellors speak to probably 1m over-indebted consumers each year. As part of these 

assessments, debt counsellors:

 Review income and expenses

 Buy and share (free of charge) with consumers their credit reports

 Determine debt and make over-indebtedness assessment

 If admitted to programme, they re-negotiate debt repayments for the consumers

 The industry has the infrastructure and the reach to deal with assessments from debt relief bill, and 

debt counsellors already field inquiries from thousands of consumers who are the primary target of 

the debt relief bill

 NCR/NCT does not have adequate operational capacity to certify reported income, collate credit report 

documents, and put a case together to determine whether someone would benefit from such a programme. 

However, debt counsellors already do all of these, and therefore must be made part of the 

assessment process. 

 We believe and submit that DCs should also be allowed to make the assessment on behalf of 

consumers; that way the existing infrastructure of DCs can be used not only for assessments, but 

also for wider awareness and spreading the word. We submit that one way to manage costs and 

avoid abuse would be to have a “flat fee” model.
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Our members know low-income consumers very well – these 

consumers overlap with target group of the bill

 Typical low income client profile:

 Age: 32

 Income

 Gross: R7,100 p.m.

 Net: R5,681 p.m.

 Debt: R39,200 (total, when they apply to debt counselling)

 Number of obligations: 5

 Debt repayment plan length (from proposal): 42 months

 Debt repayment amount

 When they apply to debt counselling: R5,474 p.m.

 Once debt has been restructured in debt counselling: R1,090 p.m.

 Debt repayment interest rate

 When they apply to debt counselling: 23.4%

 Once debt has been restructured in debt counselling: 4.6%
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According to our estimation, around 9100 jobs are created directly within 
debt counselling industry

9 100

2 850

TotalPDADebt 

Counsellors*

150

Credit Providers

6,100

49%

51%

Estimated Current Direct Employment in Debt Counselling Industry

*Debt Counsellors: including individual debt counsellors and employees

• Direct jobs normally 
generates 2- 3 times 
indirect jobs , therefore it is 
safe to assume DC industry 
has helped to employ 
30k-40k people

• Debt Counselling Industry 
has been contributing 
significantly to job creation 
and employment

• Top 20 Large DCs contribute 
to around 50% of the total 
job opportunities created 
by Debt Counsellors

Top 20 Large DCs
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Growth (and therefore ability to serve more consumers) of debt 

counselling industry has stalled over the last several years, 

resulting in majority of DCs leaving the industry

Source: IDM

• Consumers do not know enough about Debt Counselling
• Despite the large number of enquiries, the actual number who 

eventually applied for debt counselling is quite low
• A significant proportion of registered DCs has left the industry as 

they could not make ends meet

Cost of doing business has increased exponentially in last seven years, during which DC fees stayed put

2010 vs 2017 figures

2010 = 100

100100100
145

200

750

NCT filing fee

+650%

How much money you 

need to buy R100 of food

+100%
45%

DC annual registration fee

2017

2010
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Debt counselling could become the engine to help the low-income 

consumers: we are ready!

Source: IDM

Debt counselling industry by numbers

200

Active 

consumers

Registered 

debt 

counsellors

Credit 

agreements 

included

2,000,000

Number of 

activities 

required 

per 

consumer

3,000

Amount 

distributed 

to Credit 

Providers 

per month 

(Rand)

R800,000,000

200,000

PDAs

9,100
150

Credit 

Providers

2,850

Debt 

Counsellors*

6,100

49%

51%

Direct Total 

employment

30,000

Indirect**

39,100

*   Debt Counsellors: including individual debt counsellors &employees
** Indirect: Multiplier of three indirect for each direct job created used

Debt counselling industry by employment

Top 20 Large DCs
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Use National Credit Act provisions and existing avenues 

 Many over-indebted consumers already have credit insurance (credit life insurance) as part of 

credit agreements they would have signed in the past. We believe that a significant share of 

existing credit agreements (20-25% for some credit types) have credit life insurance that 

could help individuals in cases of retrenchment, disability, etc.

 As part of the debt relief assessment, whether existing credit life insurance could 

cover outstanding debt could be evaluated, providing relief to consumers using an 

existing avenue, towards which they already paid significant amounts of money

 The dti/NCR already has the power to change reckless lending and affordability 

assessment metrics. For example, currently 9% of a consumer’s net income could be used 

as threshold for determining “minimum necessary expenses” by a credit provider – dti/NCR 

can change this ratio to a much higher number, such as 20-25%, to reduce instances of 

reckless lending. 

 We believe the provisions made for punishment of reckless lending are adequate in the 

current National Credit Act. Debt Counsellors already assess for reckless lending and 

get excellent results in getting debt written off by working with credit providers, and 

submit these statistics quarterly to the NCR.

 In summary, instead of forcing consumers to buy expensive credit life insurance (and 

increasing cost of credit significantly) and introducing provisions to punish debt 

counsellors for “negligence”, we believe the NCA should be used more effectively
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Sample analysis of loans granted before August 2017

Around 20% of credit accounts have credit life insurance, which could be analysed 

for eligibility to pay for outstanding debt in retrenchment and disability situations

Bank2Retailer1

12,2
13,0

15,5

Unsecured4

3,63,73,7 R4.503,4

Bank4Retailer3 Bank3 Bank5

4,0
4,85,1

Unsecured1 Unsecured2Bank1 Unsecured3Retailer2 Bank6

5,7

9,9
10,6

Max as of

Aug 2017

Credit life cost

R/1000R borrowed

54%

74%
90%

50%

22%
14%

38%

3%

89%

51%

10%16%
26%

Percent of accounts that 

have credit life
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There are provisions in the NCA to change the minimum expense levels 

that could be used by lenders as part of affordability assessments, thus 

helping reduce reckless lending

Chapter 3 of Regulations in NCAA, 2015

• Could be used in 

absence of actual 

expense 

declarations. 

• Current maximum 

of 9% is too low

• This maximum 

could be increased 

to 20-25% to limit 

the amount an 

individual can 

borrow, similar to 

other countries
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Debt counsellors already do significant work on reckless lending, and 
report this to the NCR on a quarterly basis

SOURCE: DebtBusters

Number of potential reckless cases investigated by one of our member companies in a year

Active in reckless lending 
resolution

Not active in reckless lending 
Investigation and resolution

CP2 CP3

186

22%

78%

151

CP4CP1

28%

72%

106

2%

98%

CP5 CP6 CP7 CP8 CP9 CP10 CP11 CP12 CP13 CP14

97

88%

12%

96

97%

3%
87

95%

5% 70

93%

7% 51

96%

4%
50

98%

2%
43

98%

2%
38

100%

36

100%

31

94%
6%

26

96%
4%

Written off

Investigated, but not written off

This is reported to the NCR as part of quarterly filing
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Target the population who would benefit the most

 Some of the targeted consumers can afford other avenues, such as 

debt counselling

 Therefore, we believe some other qualifying criteria (such as 

debt/income ratio?) must be put in place to ensure “those who can 

afford to, pay down their debt” within existing debt relief avenues 

available. 

 Those consumers who can afford debt counselling should be given a 

low-income subsidy, whose details were shared with relevant 

government institutions
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Debt counselling is the least expensive way for consumers to 

settle their debt

Source: IDM

Debt counselling consumers pay 5.5% fee to debt 

repayment ratio. This is by far the lowest “cost” to 

consumers

Cost to consumer – comparison 

Percent of debt repaid that covers fees

Debt 

Counselling

5.5%

External 

Debt 

Collection

?

Internal 

Debt 

Collection

?

Statistics on clients who recently received clearance certificates

Every R100 paid gets distributed to…

94.5
100.0

PDA 

fees

Distributed 

to credit 

providers

Total DC fees Sundry 

and legal 

fees

3.2 1.3 1.0

5.5% of total 

paid was for 

fees

5.5% of total 

paid was for 

fees

5.5% of total 

paid was for 

fees
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Low income clients struggle with high monthly debt instalments 

relative to their income, therefore it is important to establish 

debt/income ratio in determining eligibility

100

121%

8k-15k

122%

<8k 15k-30k 30k+

149%

211%

86%

15k-30k

98%

78% 73%

8k-15k<8k

100

30k+

Total Debt/Annual Net Income – (Median)

Instalment/Net Income (Median)

We read this as:

For clients 

earning less than 

R8k, their total 

outstanding debt 

covers 121% of 

the net annual 

income.

We read this as:

For clients 

earning below 

R8k, 98% of their 

monthly net 

income is taken 

up by monthly 

debt instalments.
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• Debt counselling is affordable. However, the accessibility of debt counselling to low income 

consumers is currently limited because the revenue earned by a debt counsellor from a consumer who 

pays less than R3,500 p.m. is less than the cost of processing that consumer. In other words, any 

consumer who pays less than R3,500 p.m. is loss making for a debt counsellor. 

• What we propose is a subsidy model, where a consumer’s monthly debt repayment amount is 

topped-up to reach minimum levels to make the consumer more attractive to a debt counsellor. The 

consumer would pay what he/she can afford, and subsidy would supplement this amount to 

reach minimums of:

• R3,500 for first month’s payment for debt counselling fees

• R100 p.m. for each subsequent month (up to 24 months) for aftercare fees only

• In this model, the subsidy will be paid to the PDA, and would be disbursed by the PDA to the debt 

counsellor under the following conditions (all of which PDAs & their integrated proposal generation 

systems can monitor, except registration on NCR debt help):

• For first month’s payment: Form 17.1 must be issued, consumer registered on NCR debt help, 

and initial DCRS proposal sent to all of the consumer’s creditors 

• For subsequent month’s payments: final DCRS proposal sent to all of the consumer’s creditor

• Court date has been obtained or application has been sent to the National Consumer Tribunal for 

approval

• To qualify for the subsidy, the debt counsellor must meet the following conditions:

• Be a registered DC with NCR, and up to date with registration fees

• Use a registered PDA

• Use DCRS for proposals

Highlights of the low income subsidy proposal
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In summary…

 We believe the bill requires three broad adjustments. We submit to the committee to

 Utilise existing infrastructure of debt counsellors

 Debt counsellors speak to probably 1m over-indebted consumers each year and already conduct 

the necessary assessments for debt relief, in most cases for low income consumers who is the 

target of this bill

 Use the fantastic infrastructure of debt counselling industry as part of debt relief, which is 

accessible to any citizen in South Africa

 Introduce a “flat fee” model, with a modest fee to be payable to debt counsellors

 Use NCT/NCR only in exceptional cases where there is disagreement

 Use NCA provisions and existing avenues

 Use credit life insurance, which most credit agreements have, to help individuals in cases of 

retrenchment, disability, etc.

 Change “minimum necessary expenses” criteria used in affordability assessments to a much higher 

number, such as 20-25%, to reduce instances of reckless lending

 Use data submitted by debt counsellors to establish real cases of reckless lending and refrain from 

introducing “negligence” clauses that could be misused

 Do not force consumers to buy expensive credit life insurance (and therefore increase cost of credit 

significantly) 

 Target the population who would benefit the most

 Introduce some other qualifying criteria (such as debt/income ratio?) to ensure “those who can 

afford to, pay down their debt” within existing debt relief avenues available

 Those consumers who can afford debt counselling be given a low-income subsidy


